Mehta-Mahoux and Factorization rotation-invariant probability density: P (H) = P (E)
ω n (E p ) are orthogonal polynomials to the weight P (ev)
what if probability density does not factorize ?? Uxbridge, December 2007 Supersymmetry -Variables
every function is a finite polynomial, for example for k 2 = 2
commuting and anticommuting variables commute
Supersymmetry -Linear Algebra supervectors ψ = z ζ and supermatrices σ = a µ ν b matrices a, b have commuting entries matrices µ, ν have anticommuting entries Berezin integral dζ p = 0 and
apart from factors, derivative and integral are the same ! change of variables ψ → χ = χ(ψ) requires
Uxbridge, December 2007
Gaussian Integrals over Supervectors matrix a has commuting entries
σ is a supermatrix Supersymmetry and Gaussian Random Matrices
generating function obeys the identity (yes, this is exact!)
where σ is a 2k × 2k supermatrix −→ drastic reduction of dimensions Efetov (1983) Uxbridge, December 2007
Posing the Problem as a Structural Issue can we generalize this to non-Gaussian probability densities ?
is there an identity of the form
given an arbitrary rotation-invariant P (H), what is Q(σ) ?
First
Step: Norm-dependent Ensembles 
non-extensive entropy ensemble:
Arbitrary Rotation-invariant Ensembles use bosonic fields z p and fermionic fields ζ p
Duality between Ordinary and Superspace
General Result beyond Orthogonal Polynomials another representation for correlation functions
convolution of probability density with fundamental correlations
kernel generalizes all Christoffel-Darboux formulae
Uxbridge, December 2007 Example probability density without factorization (M 1 , M 2 = 0, 1, 2, . . .)
correlation functions are linear combinations of determinants
where η nm 1 (x p ) and ϑ nm 2 (x q ) are linear combinations of Hermitean polynomials Uxbridge, December 2007 Summary and Conclusions
• in various applications non-Gaussian probability densities
• Mehta-Mahoux theorem needs factorization
• first step: norm-dependent probability densities
• general case: arbitrary rotation-invariant probability densities
• Fourier superspace formulation only builds upon characteristic function
• all correlation functions reduced to 2k (actually k) integrals
• results beyond Mehta-Mahoux theorem
• correlation functions are convolutions involving the fundamental correlations work in progress with M. Kieburg (Sonderforschungsbereich Transregio 12)
